
 

Bronze 1 
 

Skill Description 

Dish and Arch on floor 
(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnasts is to hold each shape for 5 
seconds with straight legs and pointed toes. 
Demonstrating good quality shaping 

Front, Side & Back Support Hold 
(Boys) 

Gymnast shows a Front support, Right side 
support, Left side support, and back 
support with straight arms, legs and body 

Crawling along high beam without 
wobbling 

(Girls) 

Gymnast must crawl on hands and knees 
across high beam without losing balance 

3 x bunny hops on floor 
(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnasts must perform 3 bunny hops 
connected on the floor, where their hips go 
above 90 degrees. 

Forwards roll down wedge from star 
shape standing on wedge to finish in 

motorbike 
(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnast must start standing on the wedge 
in a star shape, touch their hands on the 
ground in between their feet and forward 
roll down the wedge to finish in a 
motorbike shape 

Candlestick on floor with arms at 
ears 

(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnast must start in L sit and rock back to 
a candlestick with their arms at their ears 
getting toes to point vertical with hips 
open. 

3 x bunny hops side to side of shape 
(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnasts starts with hands on shape and 
jumps side to side of shape keeping feet 
together and lift hips above 90 degrees. 

 

  



 

Bronze 2 
 

Skill Description 

Dish and Arch hang on Bar 
(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnast must hold a Dish and Arch shape 
from hanging on a bar for 5 seconds each 
with good shaping and straight legs. 

Dish and Arch hang on Rings 
(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnast must hold a Dish and Arch shape 
from hanging on the Rings for 5 seconds 
each with good shaping and straight legs. 

Walking around in Circle Shapes 
(Boys) 

Gymnast begins in a Front support. They 
keep their head and shoulders facing 
forwards. Walk their feet around to a side 
support, continuing around through a back 
support to other side support, continuing 
to finish in front support again 

Kneeling scale on high beam with 
leg straight 

(Girls) 

Gymnast must show a held kneeling scale 
on high beam for 5 seconds with leg at 
horizontal or above. 

Spiderman Handstand with nose 
and stomach touching wall 

(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnast must walk feet up the wall into a 
Spiderman handstand, to get their nose 
and stomach against the wall and hold for 5 
seconds with good shaping and straight 
legs. 

Forwards roll down wedge from 
feet together, standing on wedge 

(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnasts starts standing on wedge with 
feet together, they touch the floor, keeping 
legs straight and forwards roll to finish in 
motorbike. 

Backwards roll down wedge to 
angry cat 

(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnast start sitting on the wedge with 
arms at ears and rolls backwards down the 
wedge, keeping feet together and finishing 
in an angry cat. Backwards roll must be in a 
straight line. 

Mini cartwheel over shape with 
straight legs 

(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnast starts with hands on shape and 
jumps feet to the other side through 
cartwheel shapes with straight legs, to 
finish in a star shape. 

 
  



 

Silver 1 
 

Skill Description 

Tuck swings with re grips on low bar 
(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnast will start standing on shape and 
jump to catch bar and perform at least 3 x 
tuck swings with good body shaping and re-
grips at correct time. Gymnast must release 
and land in motorbike at back of swing. 

Jumping to each Circle Shape 
(Boys) 

Gymnast begins in a Front support. They 
keep their head and shoulders facing 
forwards. Jump both feet around to a side 
support, then jump to back support, jump 
to other side support, and finally jumping 
to front support again 

Standing in relevè on high beam with 
straight legs and arms in present 

(Girls) 

Gymnasts must mount beam and stand in a 
high relevè with straight legs and arms in 
strong present for 5 seconds. 

Scorpion kick with both legs straight 
(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnast must start with hands on the floor 
and feet apart in a lunge position. Gymnast 
pushes off front leg to a scorpion kick with 
both legs straights and toes pointed to land 
back in starting shape. 

Forwards roll down wedge from feet 
together, standing on the ground 

(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnast starts standing on the floor with 
feet together and hands on wedge. 
Gymnast jumps to a forward roll with feet 
together down wedge to finish in a 
motorbike 

Backwards roll down wedge to feet, in 
bunny shape 

(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnast starts sitting on wedge with arms 
at ears and rolls backwards down wedge 
with feet together to finish on feet in a 
bunny shape. Backwards roll must be 
straight. 

Cartwheel with straight legs to finish in 
star 

(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnast performs a cartwheel with 
straight legs and good body shaping to 
finish in a star shape. 

 
  



 

Silver 2 
 

Skill Description 

Tension swings on high bar with straight 
legs 

(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnasts hangs on high bar in Dish shape 
and swings between Dish and Arch shape 
with re grips when in dish. Gymnast must 
have straight legs and good body positions. 

1/4 Circle 
(Boys) 

Beginning in front support, step left foot to 
the side, swing it back to the right foot, use 
moment to carry around into side support. 

Passé hold on high beam, arms in 
presents 

(Girls) 

Gymnast mounts high beam and stand in 
passé with arms pressed back in present. 
Gymnast must hold for 5 seconds without 
wobbling and show good body posture. 

L handstand with legs straight, to finish 
in lunge 

(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnast starts in Lunge position and kicks 
to a L handstand with both legs straight. 
Top leg must reach vertical, to finish in lung 
position with chest up. 

Forwards roll down mini wedge to 
stand in motorbike 

(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnast starts standing on floor with feet 
together, hands go on mini wedge jump to 
forwards roll feet together and legs straight 
over the top to finish in motorbike. 

Backwards roll down mini wedge to 
feet, in bunny shape 

(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnast starts standing on floor with arms 
at ears, they sit and roll down the mini 
wedge keeping feet together to finish on 
feet in a bunny shape. 

Cartwheel along line with straight legs, 
to finish in star 

(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnast starts facing forwards online, step 
into cartwheel with straight legs and 
pointed toes and hands on the line, to 
finish on the same line in a star shape. 

 

  



 

Gold 1 
 

Skill Description 

Swings to 45 degrees on high bar with 
straight legs 

(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnast starts in long hang, kick starts into 
long swings with straight legs and pointed toes, 
showing good body shaping. Gymnast must do 
at least 3 with re grips to let go at the back and 
land safely in motorbike. 

Swings to 45 degrees on rings with straight 
legs 

(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnast starts in long hang on rings, and tucks 
to kick out and swing with straight legs and 
good body shaping to let go at the back to 
motorbike landing. Gymnast must perform at 
least 3. 

Swings to 45 degrees on P-bars with 
straight legs 

(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnasts starts in support hold, tuck and kick 
out to swings with straight legs and good body 
shaping to let go at the back to motorbike 
landing. Gymnast must perform at least 3. 

1/2 Circle 
(Boys) 

Beginning in front support, step left foot to the 
side, swing it back to the right foot, use 
moment to carry around through side support 
and finishing in back support. 

Arabesque on high beam back leg at 45 
degrees, arms in present 

(Girls) 

Gymnast mounts the beam and stands on one 
leg with arms in present and lifts back leg to 
arabesque and hold for 5 seconds. Gymnast 
brings feet back together to stand, showing 
control and good presentation. 

Tap handstand, finish in lunge 
(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnasts starts in Lunge with arms at ears, and 
reaches forwards to kick to handstand, taping 
feet together within 30 degrees of vertical, step 
down and finish in lunge with chest up. 

Forwards roll across shape, feet start on 
floor, to finish in motorbike 

(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnasts starts standing on floor, places hands 
on shape and jumps to forwards roll with feet 
together and straight legs over the top to stand 
in motorbike. 

Backwards roll across shape, feet start on 
floor, to finish in motorbike 

(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnasts starts standing on floor with arms at 
ears, gymnasts sits down and rolls backwards 
over shape with feet together to land in 
motorbike on floor on the other side. 

Cartwheel, to freeze in sumo, arms at ears, 
cartwheel to finish in lunge 

(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnast starts facing forwards and lunges to 
cartwheel with good presentation to finish in 
sumo, hold for 3 seconds, and push into 
another cartwheel to finish step in controlled. 

 



 

Gold 2 
 

Skill Description 

Swings above 45 degrees on high bar with 
straight legs 

(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnast starts in long hang, kick starts into 
long swings with straight legs and pointed toes, 
showing good body shaping. Gymnast must do 
at least 3 with re grips to let go at the back and 
land safely in motorbike. 

Swings above 45 degrees on rings with 
straight legs 

(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnast starts in long hang on rings, and tucks 
to kick out and swing with straight legs and 
good body shaping to let go at the back to 
motorbike landing. Gymnast must perform at 
least 3. 

Swings above 45 degrees on P-bars with 
straight legs 

(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnasts starts in support hold, tuck and kick 
out to swings with straight legs and good body 
shaping to let go at the back to motorbike 
landing. Gymnast must perform at least 3. 

Full Circle 
(Boys) 

Beginning in front support, step left foot to the 
side, swing it back to the right foot, use 
moment to carry around through side support 
and back support, continuing around to finish 
again in front support. 

Arabesque on high beam back leg above 45 
degrees, arms in present 

(Girls) 

Gymnast mounts the beam and stands on one 
leg with arms in present and lifts back leg to 
arabesque and hold for 5 seconds. Gymnast 
brings feet back together to stand, showing 
control and good presentation. 

Kick to full handstand, to finish step in 
(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnast start with arms at ears, steps into 
lunge and kicks to full handstand with good 
presentation and hold in handstand, before 
stepping down to finish feet together. 

Forwards roll on the floor to stand in 
motorbike 

(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnast performs a forwards roll from 
standing on floor to finish in motorbike with 
straight arms and legs with good presentation. 
Gymnast cannot use hands on floor to help 
them stand up. 

Backwards roll on floor to stand 
(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnast starts standing with arms at ears, roll 
backwards with feet together to finish in bunny 
shape, and stand with arms at ears. 

Cartwheel x 2 connected to finish step in 
(Boys & Girls) 

Gymnast starts facing forwards to perform 2 x 
connected cartwheels through sumo shape, 
and arms at ears. Gymnast must finish second 
cartwheel step in feet together. Cartwheels 
must show good presentation and execution. 

 


